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verb according to the stems? Isn't that it? And if he does, wouldn't

it be fairly easy in B.D. & B. - yes, I notice he has Kal here in NXIM

great big letters. Here he has miphia2. in big letters.

Student.... Yes, well now, would it be very difficult to take

either the Englisinman's or the B.D. & B. and divide it up among the

class so that each would have a 6th to go through and just look through

and pick out all the hiphiels? That wouldn't take so long, would it?

Then we could look at all the references in class. Perhaps Englisman's

would be the best place because then we'd have the evidence right before

you, with the context. The only thing is that B.D. B. is probably more

widely distributed. That's a suggestion, I don't even know that we need

to decide about that today. Let's go on with sheol. And which would

you rather take next? or (7k)

Student... Or something else? Yes. Well, let's take up..(7...

see if it can mean vicorious, if it can mean moderately. They're quite

6tã different from moderately, of course.

Student.... Does it mean moral, does it mean successive? Does it

mean right, does it mean just a little, what does it mean? Some... may

not tell you, some may tell you a lot. If you say you built a good house

that keeps the rain out would you say that's a righteous house? See what

I mean? Would it be a good house? Well, we'll see what we can do on

that, if you think that'll be most interesting right now. Then I think

that hiphel will be quite interesting to study.

End of record 2.
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At present I believe we had three patterns we were considering.

One was this word sheol, one was the word sadich (?) and derivatives

and one was the matter of the hiphael and what it actually means. We

had spoken of those three possible subjects for study and mbe a cer-
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